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Innovative and Practical MicroTouch Gaming Products
Featured at G2E 2007
3M Touch Systems, Inc. will feature many innovative and practical MicroTouch gaming products at the Global
Gaming Exposition (G2E) 2007, Las Vegas, NV.

MicroTouch™ Capacitive TouchSense® System: Heralded as possibly the “next great thing” for casino slot
gaming, the MicroTouch Capacitive TouchSense System allows players to enjoy a more immersive experience.
Traditionally casino slot games have relied on audio and visual cues for interative game play, but with the
release of this enhanced “tactile touch” technology from 3M, the addition of tactile feedback allows players
to “feel the game.” By targeting the combination of these three senses, game designers can now develop
games that are more realistic and engaging to keep players playing games longer. 3M Touch Systems is
working with leading game manufacturers to bring these new multi-sensory games to casino floors in 2008. The
MicroTouch Capacitive TouchSense System combines the robust and reliable MicroTouch ClearTek II capacitive
touch sensor and MicroTouch EX II electronics with TouchSense tactile feedback technology from Immersion
Corporation.

An array of Tactile Touch products are on display ranging from a 7" wide aspect ratio display simulating
mechanical button replacement to a 22" wide aspect ratio display simulating a common slot game.

MicroTouch™ ClearTek™ II Touch Screen Surface Finishes: Environmental lighting conditions can be difficult to
control, especially in casinos, and can cause distracting glare to users of touch screen gaming displays. Also,
varying display characteristics among popular gaming LCD monitors can conflict with standard touch screen
optics. Combine these two factors and finding the best match in touch screen optics becomes exceedingly
important. Responding to customer requests for choices to meet their lighting and display requirements, 3M
Touch Systems now offers ClearTek II touch screens with three distinct surface finishes: AG500, AG250, and
WC100.

On display will be a side-by-side comparison of these three touch screen surface finishes.

MicroTouch™ ClearTek™ II Wide Aspect Ratio Touch Screens: Where a few years ago the casino gaming industry
overwhelmingly converted from CRT monitors to LCD displays, now the industry is quickly moving to wide
aspect ratio displays that require touch screens to match. Responding to this escalating trend, 3M Touch
Systems now offers wide aspect ratio touch screens in popular gaming display sizes ranging from 7" to 32".
And, due to its unique capacitive technology manufacturing process and flexible supply chain, 3M can provide
the touch screen sizes customers want, when they’re needed (based on reasonable schedules).

On display will be wide aspect ratio screen sizes ranging from 7" to 32".

MicroTouch™ Dispersive Signal Technology (DST) Touch Systems: Interactive digital signage is fast becoming a
requirement for the modern casino and 3M Touch Systems now offers hospitality management a revolutionary
new large-format touch technology. Based on 3M’s patented Dispersive Signal Technology (DST), MicroTouch
DST touch systems are available in 32", 40", 42" and 46" screen sizes, and offer an ideal solution for large-
format interactive applications that require fast, accurate, reliable touch response. Other unique features
include operation unaffected by surface contaminants and “dynamic touch,” which ignores static objects on the
screen and allows for multi-user touch capabilities.

On display are three 40" MicroTouch DST units working in tandem to create a multi-screen casino wayfinder.



Based on more than 20 years developing and manufacturing interactive products for game manufacturers, 3M
Touch Systems remains a global leader in touch gaming solutions and MicroTouch-brand touch solutions
continue to be the most recognized in the industry.

About 3M Touch Systems, Inc.

3M Touch Systems Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of 3M, operates globally and reports through 3M Display &
Graphics Business, headquartered in St. Paul, Minn. For more information visit www.3M.com/touch.

About 3M -- A Global, Diversified Technology Company

Every day, 3M people find new ways to make amazing things happen. Wherever they are, whatever they do, the
company’s customers know they can rely on 3M to help make their lives better. 3M's brands include Scotch,
Post-it, Scotchgard, Thinsulate, Scotch-Brite, Filtrete, Command and Vikuiti. Serving customers in more than
200 countries around the world, the company’s 67,000 people use their expertise, technologies and global
strength to lead in major markets including consumer and office; display and graphics; electronics and
telecommunications; safety, security and protection services; health care; industrial and transportation. For
more information, including the latest product and technology news, visit www.3M.com

3M, Scotch, Post-it, Scotchgard, Thinsulate, Scotch-Brite, Filtrete, MicroTouch, Command and Vikuiti are
trademarks of 3M.

About Immersion (www.immersion.com)

Founded in 1993, Immersion Corporation is a recognized leader in developing, licensing, and marketing digital
touch technology and products. Using Immersion’s advanced touch feedback technology, electronic user
interfaces can be made more productive, compelling, entertaining, or safer. Immersion’s technology is deployed
across automotive, entertainment, industrial controls, medical training, mobility, and three-dimensional
simulation markets. Immersion’s patent portfolio includes over 700 issued or pending patents in the U.S. and
other countries.

Immersion and TouchSense are trademarks of Immersion Corporation in the U.S. and other countries.

For media inquiries, contact Lorin Robinson, 3M Public Relations, (651) 733-6582, www.3m.com/PressContact

For all other inquiries, visit www.3M.com/touch
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